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Abstract

Author Manuscript

Background—Obesity rates in pediatric cancer survivors (PCS) are alarmingly high. Although
healthy lifestyle changes may prevent future health complications, promoting healthy behaviors in
PCS is challenging, and few interventions have successfully addressed this issue.
Procedure—This randomized control trial evaluated the feasibility and preliminary effectiveness
of a parent-focused 6-session intervention, NOURISH-T, compared with enhanced usual care
(EUC) on the outcomes of caregiver and PCS anthropometric measurements, eating behaviors, and
physical activity. Behavioral and self-report assessments of caregivers and PCS in both conditions
were conducted at baseline, post-intervention, and at a 4-month follow-up.

Author Manuscript

Results—In comparison to no change among EUC caregivers, NOURISH-T caregivers showed
small yet significant decreases from baseline through follow-up on BMI, waist-hip ratio, and total
daily caloric intake. However there was no change with regards to daily fat and sugar intake.
NOURISH-T caregivers also showed positive changes in their child feeding behaviors, including
decreases in pressuring their child to eat and restricting their child’s eating and increased eating
together as a family. Similarly, decreases in BMI percentile, waist-hip ratio, and sugary beverage
consumption were found for NOURISH-T PCS from baseline to post-intervention. NOURISH-T
PCS also significantly increased their daily steps whereas EUC PCS decreased their daily steps.
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Conclusions—Results suggest that an intervention targeting parents is feasible and
demonstrates preliminary effectiveness. NOURISH-T showed a longer-term effect on caregivers,
and although shorter-term, a positive impact on the PCS themselves. Implications for ways to
improve NOURISH-T as an intervention for increasing healthy behaviors of PCS are discussed.
Keywords
Pediatric Cancer; Pediatric Obesity; Parent Training; Randomized Clinical
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Survival rates for pediatric cancer have increased dramatically over the past few decades;
thus, increased attention has been given to quality of survivorship and longer-term health
behaviors in pediatric cancer survivors (PCS). Although overweight and obesity rates are
high in the otherwise healthy pediatric population (approximately 33%),1 PCS have higher
rates of overweight and obesity, ranging from 40% to 50% five years after treatment for
those treated for acute lymphobastic leukemia, lymphomas, and some sarcomas and central
nervous system disease.2–8 Overwhelming evidence indicates overweight and obesity
increase longer-term health risks associated with pediatric cancer, such as cardiac and
endocrine functioning and bone health.7;9–12 Healthy lifestyle behaviors, such as regular
physical activity (PA) and healthier eating behaviors can help reduce risk of these negative
late effects.11–14 However, these healthy behaviors might be especially difficult for PCS and
their families to implement, particularly because during treatment, PA and healthy eating
behaviors decline dramatically.15 Consequently, families have great difficulty reversing these
behaviors post-treatment.

Author Manuscript
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Treatment related factors, such as cranial radiation and exposure to corticosteroids, must be
considered as reasons for observed increased rates of overweight and obesity in PCS,
however, evidence suggests typical obesity-related behaviors, such as eating higher calorie
dense foods and lack of PA may be a more likely explanation of the post-cancer treatment
weight gains observed in PCS.16 Support of this hypothesis is observed when comparing
PCS patients internationally. For example, despite the similarity of cancer treatment
protocols in the US and Israel, rates of overweight/obesity in Israeli PCS post-treatment are
extremely low. A recent study reported almost none of the PCS were obese through two
years post-treatment.17 Given the high rates of obesity in the US population,1 these findings
suggest health behaviors, not cancer treatment, might better explain the overweight/obesity
trajectory found in US PCS samples. The negative consequences of obesity, in combination
with its high occurrence among PCS, provide support for the importance of identifying ways
to reduce overweight and obesity in PCS. Despite this critical need, few interventions
targeting overweight and obesity have been developed and evaluated for this vulnerable
group.
Consistent with our prior work, and with the general pediatric obesity literature, the
intervention implemented in this trial is based upon the rationale that targeting parents is key
in effecting change in youth with overweight/obesity.18–23 The importance of parents as key
change agents was also highlighted by a review of the few studies conducted on weight
management interventions with PCS.24 To address this critical need, we adapted an
intervention previously used with caregivers of otherwise healthy children with overweight
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and obesity called NOURISH (Nourishing Our Understanding of Role Modeling to Improve
Support and Health).22–23 Our adaptation, NOURISH for Healthy Transitions (NOURISHT), targets the high overweight and obesity rates in PCS by focusing on caregivers as agents
for change. In NOURISH-T, caregivers are educated about the importance of modeling
healthy eating and PA behaviors to promote positive health behavior change and healthy
weight management in their PCS. Topics especially relevant to PCS caregivers (e.g.,
transitioning to survivorship) are included in the program.25 We hypothesized that caregivers
and PCS in NOURISH-T would show significant improvements in healthy lifestyle
behaviors, including healthy eating behavior and physical activity, as well as indicators of
obesity (e.g., anthropometric measures) over time. Guided by this hypothesis, the purpose of
the current study was to conduct a pilot randomized controlled trial (RCT) to test the
feasibility and preliminary efficacy of NOURISH-T.

Author Manuscript

Methods
Our RCT compared NOURISH-T to a one-session control intervention (Enhanced Usual
Care/EUC) at two pediatric cancer clinics, John Hopkins All Children’s Hospital located in
St. Petersburg, FL and University of Pittsburgh and Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh. IRB
approval was obtained at both sites. Families at each clinic were randomly assigned to either
NOURISH-T or EUC and completed assessments at baseline, post-intervention and a 4month post-intervention follow-up. Caregivers were the primary target for participation in
the program.

Author Manuscript

A more detailed description of the two conditions can be found elsewhere.25 NOURISH-T
emphasizes environmental, personal and behavioral factors; while also incorporating specific
cognitive skills guided by both Social Cognitive and Cognitive Behavioral Theories.26–29
NOURISH-T involved 6 manualized phone sessions with each caregiver in which topics
relevant to changing eating and PA behaviors in the context of developing a “new normal”
post treatment were discussed. Each psycho-educational session involved establishing
weekly goals, problem solving, homework and review. NOURISH-T families also received
relevant print and web-based resources throughout the program to supplement and reinforce
session content. All NOURISH-T participants were re-contacted approximately 2-months
after post-intervention for a “booster/check-in” session. Caregivers assigned to EUC were
provided a one-hour wellness session addressing the role of diet and exercise in pediatric
overweight using material from the publically available We Can! Manual.30 In addition to
this session, EUC participants received nationally available web-based information on
wellness issues at two additional times over the course of 6-weeks by mail. Interventionists
conducted a booster session with these caregivers approximately two months postintervention. The sessions were recorded for research purposes in order to guarantee quality
of implementation. The facilitators did not have access to the recordings and recordings
were not used within the delivery of the intervention.

Author Manuscript

Participants
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria. Caregivers were considered eligible if they were: 1) parents of
PCS, 2) 18 years or older, and 3) fluent in English; and ineligible if they: 1) were non-
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ambulatory, 2) pregnant, or 3) did not reside with the PCS at least 50% of the time. Eligible
PCS were: 1) between 5–13 years old at enrollment, 2) off treatment for 6 months to 4 years,
3) living with a participating caregiver, 4) able to engage in PA tailored to current medical
status, 5) not taking medications affecting body weight (e.g., steroids or psychostimulants)
within 6 months of enrollment, 6) not language/developmentally delayed, and 7) ≥ 85th body
mass index (BMI) percentile.31 Both caregiver and PCS were required to meet eligibility
criteria. PCS who relapsed during the intervention were excluded.

Author Manuscript

Enrollment. A total of 53 caregiver/child dyads meeting criteria were enrolled in the study
(31-All Children’s Hospital, 22-University of Pittsburgh). A randomization scheme utilizing
a random number generator with a 1:1 ratio was used to assign participants either to
NOURISH-T (n=27) or EUC (n=26). A portion of these participants only completed the
baseline assessment; leaving a subset of 37 dyads (18 NOURISH-T, 19 EUC) dyads with
post-intervention assessment data. Another 14 families consented to the study and provided
some baseline assessment data but did not participate beyond the initial consent process (i.e.,
did not do the intervention) and were not included in any of the main analyses. Of these 14
families, three were determined to be ineligible due to language and developmental delay
barriers, two PCS relapsed, four families moved out of the area and five decided to withdraw
from the study.
Measures

Author Manuscript

Pre-, post- and follow-up assessments were completed by both caregivers and PCS and
included anthropometric indicators, a dietary recall, step counts, and self-report eating and
PA behavior instruments. Data obtained for both the caregiver and PCS included the
anthropometric indictors, dietary recall, and step counts. Anthropometric Measures: Height,
weight, waist and hip circumferences were measured via standardized equipment and were
used to calculate waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), caregiver BMI, and child BMI percentile.
Measures were obtained in-person at a clinic visit or from medical charts (PCS only). If inperson assessments were not possible at post- or follow-up, caregivers were instructed on
how to take their own measurements at home. Dietary Recall. Caregivers completed the
Automated Self-administered 24-Hour Dietary Recall-2011 (ASA24) for themselves and
their PCS.32 We specifically examined total caloric, sugar, and fat intake. Step Counts. Each
PCS and caregiver wore a pedometer consecutively for 7 days prior to the pre-, post- and 4month follow-up assessments. Step counts were used to calculate daily-steps averaged over a
week.

Author Manuscript

Caregiver Only Measures. Child Feeding Questionnaire.33;34 This 31-item questionnaire
assesses parental approaches to and attitudes about feeding their children. The restriction
and pressure to eat subscales were examined specifically as these have been consistently
related to obesity.35 The CFQ yields reliable and valid scores. Family Eating and Exercise
Behaviors. This 28-item questionnaire assesses eating, exercise and weight-related habits of
families (e.g., frequency of family meals, fast food consumption, television use during
meals, fruit and vegetable and sugar sweetened beverage availability, encouragement of
healthy food consumption, PA, and dieting in their children). These items were previously
found to have adequate reliability.22;36;37 Satisfaction/Exit Surveys. Caregivers complete a
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20-item survey assessing what they liked/disliked about the intervention, as well as what
was/wasn’t useful or helpful in reaching health goals.
PCS Only Measures. Child Sugar Sweet Beverage and Fast Food Intake. This 13-item
questionnaire assesses child intake of sugar sweetened beverages, breakfast and dinner
habits, as well as frequency of fast food intake, and has been used with children and young
adolescents.22 Physical Activity Questionnaire for Children (PAQ-C). This 9-item PA recall
questionnaire reliably assesses children’s PA preference and frequency over a 7-day period.
38;39 Rating of Medical Late Effects.40 Clinic staff evaluated PCS on their level of activity
limitations.
Analysis

Author Manuscript

First independent sample t-tests and Fishers exact tests was conducted to investigate baseline
differences between NOURISH-T and EUC participants. We then conducted a series of
repeated-measures ANOVAs to compare each outcome measure from baseline to postintervention and follow-up. Evaluation results of all assessments are reported for the
participating caregivers; however, only pre- to post-intervention changes are reported for
PCS due to missing data at follow-up for several self-report measures. Due to the missing
data or incomplete response the ASA-24 could not be evaluated for PCS. Other researchers
have also reported this inconsistency and inaccuracy of responses.41 To derive a more
independent assessment, we controlled for caregiver BMI change and PCS BMI percentile at
baseline when evaluating PCS anthropometric change.

Results
Author Manuscript

Demographic Characteristics
Across both conditions, PCS were on average 9.9 years old, 52.1% male, and obese (95.6%
BMI) at baseline. Over half were diagnosed with acute lymphobastic leukemia or another
type of lymphoma and were off-treatment for an average of 1.96 years. Most caregivers were
overweight or obese with an average BMI at baseline of 32.5; 80% had a BMI over 25. Most
PCS (80.0%) were classified as having no late medical effect limitations due to treatment
and could engage in PA. There were no demographic differences between NOURISH-T and
EUC among the full sample; however, there were some group differences among the subset
that completed post-intervention assessments with regards to PCS and caregiver age, time
off-treatment, and BMI at diagnosis (see Table 1).
Caregiver Outcomes

Author Manuscript

There were several differences on caregiver outcomes over time as a function of intervention
condition, specifically on the anthropometric and measures of eating behaviors. Outcomes
related to PA (daily steps averaged over a week) did not reach significance, however,
caregiver BMI changes were found (Figure 1). Caregivers in NOURISH-T showed
significant decreases in average BMI from 37.8 (SD=19.9) at baseline to 35.0 (SD=11.7) at
follow-up (F=97.5, p<.001). In contrast, caregivers in EUC, although having lower BMI
levels across all assessment points, remained virtually the same from 30.1 (SD=7.1) at
baseline to 30.3 at both post-intervention and follow-up (post-SD=6.9; follow-up-SD=6.7).
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Similarly, WHR changes were found for caregivers over time as a function of intervention
condition, where WHR decreased significantly for NOURISH-T caregivers from baseline to
post-intervention (F=4471.2, p<.001), with a continued decreasing trajectory through
follow-up; EUC caregivers showed an increasing, although not significant, trend in WHR
from baseline to follow-up.

Author Manuscript

NOURISH-T caregivers significantly reduced their daily caloric intake from baseline
through follow-up, whereas EUC caregivers significantly increased their intake across the 3
assessments (F=169.8, p<.001). Results for total fat and overall sugar intake were not
significant. NOURISH-T caregivers showed a decrease in their pressuring of their child to
eat (F=222.9, p<.001), whereas EUC caregivers remained at the same level across
assessments (Figure 2). For restriction of eating, NOURISH-T caregivers showed a
significant decrease over time and EUC caregivers manifested a non-significant decrease.
Caregivers in both groups showed a similar pattern of behavior from baseline to postintervention with respect to eating together as a family; however, NOURISH-T caregivers
increased this pattern of eating together as a family behavior from post-intervention to
follow-up (F=1561.4, p<.001) whereas EUC caregivers showed a (albeit non-significant)
decline in this behavior (Figure 2).
PCS Outcomes

Author Manuscript

When controlling for caregiver BMI and BMI percentile at baseline, there was a decrease in
BMI percentile from baseline to post-intervention for those PCS in NOURISH-T we were
able to obtain follow-up data (F=2125.1, p<.001) and a non-significant decrease for PCS in
EUC (Figure 3). Additionally, a significant increase in WHR was evident for PCS in EUC
from baseline to post-intervention (F=4471.2, p<.001), compared with a non-significant
decrease for PCS in NOURISH-T (Figure 3). PCS in NOURISH-T significantly increased
their daily steps averaged over a week from baseline to post-intervention (F=151.2, p<.001).
In contrast, PCS in EUC decreased their averaged daily steps from baseline to postintervention (Figure 4). A similar pattern emerged for overall PA (via PAQ-C). PCS at
baseline reported much less PA than PCS in EUC. However, from baseline to postintervention PCS in NOURISH-T increased their activity significantly between the two
time-points, whereas PCS in EUC decreased their activity slightly (p<.05). PCS in
NOURISH-T decreased their sugared beverage consumption over time, (from an average of
2 drinks per week at post-intervention to just 1 drink per week at follow-up, F=9.8, p<.027).
PCS in EUC consumed fewer sugared drinks at all time points than those in NOURISH-T;
however, they remained at the same level across all 3 assessments with an average of 1 drink
per week.

Author Manuscript

Intervention Satisfaction
Overall, NOURISH-T caregivers reported sessions were enjoyable, content was relevant,
and they used the resources and handouts provided. Furthermore, compared with EUC
caregivers, NOURISH-T caregivers were significantly more comfortable with the sessions,
felt content were more relevant, and reported being more likely to use the handouts.
Interestingly, caregivers in EUC reported they wanted more information overall; when asked
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about what type of information would be most helpful, they indicated the type of
information provided to caregivers in the NOURISH-T condition.

Discussion

Author Manuscript

The primary aim of this trial was to document the feasibility and preliminary effectiveness of
NOURISH-T, a weight-management intervention for caregivers of PCS, a group especially
vulnerable to overweight/obesity. Overall, results support the feasibility of NOURISH-T.
Specifically, a pattern of findings emerged supporting our main hypotheses showing positive
changes in health behaviors among caregivers in NOURISH-T compared with EUC
caregivers. While improvements were small in scale, caregivers showed significant changes
over time on a number of key anthropometric and dietary indices, including lower BMI
levels, lower WHRs, and decreases in caloric consumption. Notably, EUC caregivers either
showed no change or decreased in the health indices assessed over time. Results provide
preliminary evidence of efficacy and support for a larger, multi-site trial to assess for
clinically significant impacts.
NOURISH-T suggests the importance of caregivers serving as role models of healthy eating
and exercise to facilitate family changes in these behaviors. Focusing on caregivers to effect
change in their PCS is also consistent with recommendations made recently in a systematic
review of the few extant interventions targeting obesity in PCS.24 The prevention of
overweight and obesity in PCS is especially important, as this group manifests relatively
high rates of these post-treatment.

Author Manuscript

Although some positive outcomes were evident among PCS in NOURISH-T from baseline
to post-intervention, results were less consistent by follow-up for PCS due to lower
consistent response rate. Given the difficulty of obtaining follow-up information for PCS due
to the nature of this pilot, e.g., relatively small sample size and available resources to ensure
follow-up assessments, we must caution that the clinical significance of our pilot findings
should be considered in this light. These factors suggest the need for further exploration that
identifies those assessments most reliable to evaluate intervention efficacy for PCS with
obesity.

Author Manuscript

Despite limitations of this pilot with regard to clinical significance, results for PCS in
NOURISH-T were encouraging. Specifically, BMI percentile decreased significantly and
waist-to-hip ratio decreased (although not significantly) for PCS whose caregivers were in
NOURISH-T, whereas waist-to-hip ratio increased significantly from for PCS in EUC.
Findings for daily steps averaged over a week were noteworthy as NOURISH-T PCS
significantly increased their averaged daily steps at post-assessment, while those of EUC
PCS decreased. Future research must use more reliable tools that are less obtrusive than
pedometers (e.g., wrist accelerometers); nonetheless, these preliminary results are promising
and show PA can be significantly improved in a relatively short period of time (over 6
weeks), suggesting this intervention has the potential to make a change in the lives of PCS.
Significant findings for dietary changes in PCS were limited to one measure of sugared
drink consumption, partially due to the challenges of administering the ASA24 to children
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(e.g., lengthy measure, extensive detailed information needed to complete the measure),41
again suggesting the need for more reliable tools and more resources to ensure follow-up
assessment. Despite the limitations of our pilot, our results generally support the efficacy of
NOURISH-T, and suggest testing our intervention across several pediatric clinics on a larger
scale is warranted.

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Based on the findings of this study, we have identified several questions and limitations to
address in future research. One question we had hoped to address, but were unable to given
the limitations of our study is at what time point over the course of treatment and
survivorship might our intervention be best implemented. Moreover, without adequate clinic
staff time and resources, securing follow-up assessment data from participating families
often proved challenging. Because this was a pilot, PCS anywhere from 6-months to 4-years
off treatment were included. The average time since treatment ended of those choosing to
participate (1.96 years) might suggest when the timing to initiate our intervention would be
most efficient. We found trying to recruit families soon after treatment ended (6-months
post-treatment) was extremely difficult as families often are ‘trying to forget’ their cancer
and hospital experiences, and/or trying to ‘move on with their lives.’42 Similarly, too long
after treatment ends (e.g., after 3 years) families are likely to have created a ‘new normal’
and see their issues as the same as any other family dealing with childhood obesity. The
importance of engaging in an intervention related to longer term cancer prevention issues
seems less clear to families as the time since treatment ended increases, despite significant
evidence suggesting the particular importance of a healthy lifestyle for PCS.7;12;14;43 A
larger scale study with sufficient staff and resources might better address the question of
timing as the current trial’s relatively small sample size precluded an evaluation of the
influence of variables such as time since treatment ended. Finding differences between those
PCS in NOURISH-T vs EUC who followed through with assessments as a function of PCS
age and BMI at diagnosis might also be important factors to consider in future research.
Additionally, tracking progress towards individually identified weekly goals throughout the
intervention, may provide a wraparound approach and improve our ability to assess
intervention efficacy.
Intervention format must also be considered. There are several benefits in face-to-face group
interventions for families of children with obesity. However, this in-person approach is often
impractical for families with a PCS.24 Many families travel from long distances to get to a
cancer clinic, making coordinating a face-to-face group difficult, if not impossible. Practical
strategies for targeting this population should be addressed in future research.

Author Manuscript

Our goal was to have as many families participate as possible; therefore, reducing participant
burden became paramount. However, it could also be argued by offering an individualized
intervention for each family, this pilot intervention was potentially more intensive than
provided in prior child obesity studies,22;23;44 and might prove more translatable to actual
pediatric cancer clinic practice. One recent small-scale study evaluated a tailored weight
management intervention for PCS with overweight and obesity used web-based and phone
modalities exclusively to implement their intervention, and found positive health behavior
changes.45 Further research is needed, however, to examine the relative efficacy of group vs.
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individual intervention format in a larger scale study, as well as whether parents should be
targeted exclusively as opposed to in conjunction with their children.21;24
We acknowledge there were limitations with regard to the measures in this study. Besides
problems in using more obtrusive and less reliable tools to assess PA (i.e., pedometers), we
found families, and particularly children, had difficulty in completing the highly time
consuming and detailed ASA-24, a web-based tool designed to evaluate dietary intake.
Future research should consider alternative ways to assess dietary intake in this group.

Author Manuscript

In summary, PCS are at increased risk for overweight/obese and associated health
complications. Our work examining the trajectory of weight gain cross-culturally suggested
becoming overweight post-treatment may be attributed to lifestyle behavior changes. This
study demonstrated that our intervention, NOURISH-T, which targets eating and PA change,
is feasible and yields positive effects in PCS and their caregivers. These findings must be
translatable for use in pediatric oncology aftercare clinics thus further increasing their
potential impact.
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Figure 1.

Caregiver Anthropometric Outcomes from Baseline to Follow-Up
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Family Eating Patterns from Baseline to Follow-Up
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Figure 3.

PCS Anthropometric Outcomes from Baseline to Post-Intervention
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Figure 4.

PCS Daily Steps Averaged Over a Week from Baseline to Post-Intervention
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